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Abstract-The central roleof the Riemann curvature tensor in Einstein's gravitational theory, including the
significance of its invariant decomposition inspacetime (with respectto theduality andtraceoperations)into
essentially local and non-local parts, is considered in the light of some of the thoughts andcontributions of
Cornelius LanClOS (1893-1974). Also, in this context, the fundamental role of the embedded two-space
elements, specified by simple bivectors, in defining the Riemannian curvatures is briefly investigated. In
particular, it is shown that the formulation of a bivector form of geodesic deviation for the Riemannian
curvatures elucidates some of the insights of Weyl andLanczos. Finally, some of Lanczos' thoughts relating
to the nature of the essentially local and non-local parts of the Riemann tensor are discussed.
These considerations arediscussedin terms of Lanczos' discovery (1962) of theexistence (in allRiemannian
spacetimes) of a third ordertensorn;that can be regarded as the potential of the non-local (Weyl) partof
the Riemann tensor.
INTRODUCTION
One of the authors had the good fortune to have numerous extended conversations with
Professor Cornelius Lanczos at various times in the period 1965-1971 relating to Einstein's
general theory of relativity and its foundations in Riemannian spacetime structure. The purpose
of this paper is to recall some of Lanczos' thoughts and contributions relating to our
understanding of the physical implications of the Riemann curvature tensor of spacetimeas well
as to consider a few topics concerning their further elucidation and development.
Early in the history of the general theory of relativity, Lanclos was particularly impressedby
the fundamental character of the now familiar invariant decomposition in spacetime of the
Riemann tensor[l, 13]
Rhijk = E hijk + Chijk +(l/12)Rghijk (1.1 )
where Eh'Jk == - ghlmSjm, S/ == Rkj - (l/4)R8kj , gh'jk == 2ghUgkJ/, E~:jk = E hijk, and C~:jk = - C h1jk• This
decomposition, whichis facilitatedby the dualityoperation, is only possiblein a four dimensional
space. In particular he stressed[2] the fundamentally different properties of the self-dual
(depending only on the trace free part of the Ricci tensor, essentially local) and the anti-dual (the
trace free part Chi; k, essentially non-local) parts of the Riemann curvature tensor and following
Rainich[3] and Einstein[4] he noted the properties of this decomposition with respect to a
two-space element (simple bivector) and the corresponding perpendicular two-space element
defined by its dual. Of cource it is well known that the Riemannian curvature defined by a
two-space element spanned by u i and v i is given by[5]
h i j k
K [ ] = _ RhijkU V U Vu, v - h i j k '
ghij kU V U V
(1.2)
In addition it was observed following Weyl[6] that the coefficients of a quadratic form
determined by an arbitrary simple bivector are uniquely defined by the form if and only if they
have the following symmetry properties in their indices corresponding to those of the Riemann
curvature tensor R (lh i ]Uk ll and Rh l ijk l = O. Also, it was pointed out first by Levi-Civita[7] and later
by Pirani[8] that the equations of geodesicdeviation(where U i (x) = dx i Ids is the tangent vector
of a geodesic congruence and v t is the deviation vector)
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D 2 v h _ h' j k
--2 - - R ··kU V Uas 'J (1.3)
provide the now well known fundamental geometric and physical interpretationof the Riemann
curvature tensor in the context of Einstein'sgravitational theory. Usingthis result it is easilyseen
that the Riemannian curvature (1.2) takes the form
(1.4)
Further, Lanczos pointed out that the behavior of bivector elements in this relation, which is a
properly embedded two-space element (i.e., L;» = - L; u = 0 where L is the operation of Lie
differentiation with respect to ,\) determines the Riemannian curvature in accord with Weyl's
comments mentioned above. This matter will be examined further in the next section.
Of course, the concomitantsubject of the fundamental nature of the interactionbetween the
essentially local and non-local parts of the Riemann tensor was always of great interest to
Lanczos.Someof hiscontributions inthisarea arediscussedinthelast sectionof thispaper.
By way of historical clarification, Lanczos has commented that he felt that the above cited
paper by Einstein (1926) constituted a turning point in Einstein's thinking. Einstein then
recognized that a variational principle based on a Lagrange density that is linear in the
components of the Riemann curvature tensor is inherently independent of the Weyl part
(trace-free anti-dual part) of the Riemann curvature tensor. He felt that Einstein interpreted this
fact as suggesting that one must go to moregeneralgeometries than Riemannian geometryif one
is to fundamentally include electromagnetism in a proper geometric theoretical framework in
spacetime[9]. While to Lanczos, even in this early period, this fact fundamentally suggested that
one must consider more general variational principles, with Lagrange densities that are not
simply linear[10] in the components of Riemann curvature tensor, while at the same timeholding
to the ordinary Riemannian structure for spacetime that was established by the standard form of
Einstein's general theory of relativity.
BIVECTOR DEVIATION EQUATION FOR THE RIEMANNIAN
CURVATURES
Here we wish to elucidate the above mentioned comments of Weyl and Lanczos concerning
the fundamental role of two-space elements in the determination of the Riemannian curvatures.
In particular, we wish to show that one can easily formulate an "equation of motion" for the
simple bivector elements of an embedded two-space (which will be called a bivector deviation
equation)giving the Riemannian curvature as defined in equation (1.2). Also, it will be seen that
this bivector form of the deviation equation has some conceptual and formal advantages over
(1.4) in terms of obtaining the contributions to the Riemannian curvatures corresponding to the
decomposition (1.1) of the Riemann tensor.
Starting with a properly embedded simple bivector element A,j = ~(u 'v j - ujv') where
o«Ias = 0 (u 'u, = I for timelike geodesic withsignature - 2)and u'v, = 0 one can easilyverify
! D 2A ijAij _ DA,j DA,j+ D 2A,j
2 as 2 - as as Aij as 2
D 2Nj I D 2 v '
Ai0JS'2 = 2[1;2 Vi.
(2. I)
(2.2)
Thus, with the help' of equation (104) the Riemannian curvature for the orientation of the
two-space element defined by the bivector Aij can be written in the form[II]
(2.3)
Clearly, this result could be characterized as an equation of motion for the two-space element
specified by the bivector AU. Also, one can easilysee that this result holdsessentially in the same
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form for a spatial two-space element*AIj whichis dual to A". Then adding and substractingthe 1\'i
and *Ail forms of equation (2.3) one finds
*A _1(D2(*Ahi*Ahi) - 2 D*AhiD*Ahi) ± A - I (D 2(AhiAhi) 2DAhiDAhi)
a*s2 a*s a*s as2 as as
= - A - I CR ~;ik ± R hiik ) A hi i\Jk, (2.4)
where A = - A * = ghiJkAhi Aik. Thus, using two independent bivector deviation equations, the
contributions to the Riemannian curvature, for the givenorientationof the two-spacespecified by
All is obtained corresponding to the self-dual (9-components) and the anti-dual (l l-components)
parts of the Riemann tensor. Of course, the *Ail deviation equation does not correspond to a
possible observation made by a timelike geodesic observer. It can be seen, as pointed out by
Einstein in 1926, that R ~;ik+R hiJk depends only on the trace free part of the Ricci tensor. The
Weyl tensor Chiik is the trace free part of R ~;Jk - R hiJk• Accordingly, given the observations
corresponding to any six independent bivector deviation equations one could in principle obtain
the six principal Riemannian curvatures with respect to some given initial orientation. In turn,
one coulddetermine in principle.the partialcontributions to the principal Riemannian curvatures
made by the Ricci, Weyl , and scalar curvature parts [cf. equation (1.1)] of the Riemann tensor.
Indeed, Szekeres[12] has discussed a device called a "gravitational compass", (consisting of a
tetrahedral arrangement of four point test masses connected by six springs) for the purpose of
carrying out this general sort of analysis of the gravitational field.
COUPLING OF THE LOCAL AND NON· LOCAL PARTS OF THE
CURVATU RE TENSOR
In connectionwith the issues involved in understanding the nature of the coupling of the local
and non-local parts of the curvature tensor, Lanczos (1962) made a remarkable discovery of the
existence of a third order tensor[13] H~ (with sixteen independent components) in all
Riemannian spacetimes. This third order tensor could be characterized as the potential for the
non-local (Weyl) part of the curvature tensor. This third order tensor depends globally on the
geometryof spacetimeeven thoughRiemannian geometry is based on a metric tensor gil' Thus, it
turns out that H~; is only locally expressible in terms of the metricgi; in the case of weakfields.
Besidesthe work of Lanczos, a numberof investigations of the nature of coupling mentioned
above have been made on the basis of certain formal analogies with electromagnetic theoryll-tj.
In particular,one can easily show that the once contracted Bianchi identities can be written in the
form:
(3.1)
where Jhii == R j[h ;i} + (I/6)gi [IR ;h ] . Here (3.1) is quite similar in form to F~\ = r where p i/ is the
electromagnetic field tensor and l' is the current four-vector. Clearly the identities (3.1 )
constitutes one particularly suggestive form of the Bianchi identities, which are the most general
relations in Riemannian spacetime that govern the nature of the coupling of the local and
non-local parts of the Riemann tensor.
Lanczos investigated the morespecific field equationscoupling his tensorH~ to matter which
follow from variational principles with Lagrange densities that are quadratic in the components
of the Riemann tensor[15J. He described such equations as constituting a " highly involved
feed-back system " [16J that presents a mathematical problem which in its generality goes beyond
our present facilitie s. Without entering into the more speculative question of these specific
equations, it appears that Lanczos' statement appliesequally well to the generalequation (3.1) in
terms of Chlik being the non-local field quantity based on the potential H~. This interpretation
seems particularly appropriate when one reflects on the fact that H~ admits a "gauge
transformation" H~--'> H~ + A~ where A~; is any particular H~ determined by any given
conformally flat spacetime[17J.
One might speculate that the sixteen component tensorH~i couldbe more naturally expressed
in terms of integral operations on the tetrad field [18J underlying the usualmetrical formulation of
Einstein's general theory of relativity. This conjecture is supported, in part by the fact that one
can construct a greater number of tensors in the tetrad formulation. Lanczos considered tetrad
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variational principles for other reasons concerning his concept of an underlying vibrating (high
frequency) lattice structure[19] for the geometry of spacetime. After 1963, it appeared that
Lanczos focussed his attention on issues largely unrelatedto the H~ tensor. Whenquestioned in
1971 about the implication and physicalrole of his third order tensor H~, Lanczos commented to
the effectthat perhaps he shouldhave giventhe subject moreattention[20]. Onthe other hand,he
indicated that he felt that some of the current work he was then doing[21] could come nearer
leading to some sort of a break through relating to a "rational explanation" of electricity and
quantum phenomena.
We can find no better way to end this brief discussion than to give the following quotation
from Lanczos' 1962[16]: "In spite of the formidable task of unraveling the mathematical
consequences of the field equations, the general outlines of the Masterplan becomes clearly
visible. Riemann's geometry remains untouched by any encroachments through additions or
generalizations. The merepresence of an unadulterated Riemannian geometry of specifically four
dimensions bringsinto existence a tensor of third order R.ik of 16components which bridges the
gap between the second-order tensor of the line element g'k and the fourth-order tensor of the
Riemannian curvature R,jkm."
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